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FidoTV Channel debuts new series featuring
rescues of wolves in domestic situations
Series focuses on rescue efforts of Leyton J Cougar’s Wild
Spirit Wolf Sanctuary in southwest New Mexico
Wolf Daddy Season Premiere Promo
CASTLE ROCK, CO, January 19, 2017 — FidoTV Channel announced today that its new original
series devoted to the heroic efforts of a wolf sanctuary will premiere January 23. “Leyton J.
Cougar: Wolf Daddy’s Pack Life” portrays the adventures and struggles of staff and volunteers of
Wild Spirit Wolf Sanctuary as they locate, capture and rescue wolves and wolf-dogs from
improper domesticated situations. The sanctuary founded by Cougar provides refuge to
displaced, unwanted, and un-releasable captive-bred wolves sold in the exotic pet trade,
wolf-dogs, and other related species.
“This series is an educational program for viewers as they learn just how dangerous these
animals can be when living in the wrong environment,” said Tad Walden, CEO of FidoTV
Channel. “A wolf’s bite carries 400 pounds per square inch, so major damage to human arms
and limbs can happen if these animals are not handled appropriately.”
The series features well known wolf protector and rehabilitator, Leyton J Cougar as he and his
Wild Spirit Wolf Sanctuary team encounter the challenges of caring for and rescuing these iconic
animals. In the series premiere, Leyton learns of three Wolf Dogs rescued from an illegal exotic
animal breeder and hoarder situation in Los Angeles. Leyton and crew set out for LA determined
to save the animals, only to find the animals are already in a West LA shelter on death row. He is
distressed to find the animals in tiny concrete cages, sick and emaciated. While the prospects
are grim, he must convince the shelter to allow a Vet to pick them up and give them immediate
care and then attempt to negotiate the release of these animals to his care and transport back to
his sanctuary in New Mexico. After teaming up with Grammy Award winning recording artist
Meredith Brooks, Leyton also learns of wolf pups that a shelter worker has rescued and
attempting to keep as pets, so his trip to Los Angeles gets even more complicated as he now
must find a way to rescue the pups.
“These are not the type of animals that are going to fetch your slippers,” said Cougar. “Younger
wolves may seem tame, but at maturity a wolf is wild, independent, and completely
unpredictable.”
“Leyton J Cougar: Wolf Daddy’s Pack Life shows the sanctuary’s dedication to the excellent,
ethical care and treatment of these animals,” said Walden. ”Wolves are an iconic part of
America’s wildlife, however, we think this series will illustrate the best thing for these animals is
their natural, wild environments, not domesticated situations.”
###

About FidoTV
FidoTV is an independent, linear television channel, mobile application and website dedicated
to dog lovers. The company’s content is 100 percent focused on the canine market and features
family-friendly original programming and acquired programming from around the world. For
more information about FidoTV and where to view it, visit fidotvchannel.com or
https://www.facebook.com/FidoTVChannel/.
For more information about Wild Spirit Wolf Sanctuary visit https://wildspiritwolfsanctuary.org.
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